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Thematic Workshop WSIS-2019.04.11 
Institution: Globethics.net www.globethics.net 

Report: Cyber Ethics, Education and Security: Serving 
Humanity with Values, Globethics.net, Room L2  

Professor Dr Obiora Ike Executive Director of Globethics.net welcomes the panellists and 
introduces the concept of cyber ethics to education and the importance of the human being.  

Guiding Framework 

What are the main concepts/themes emerging from 
the presentation or discussion? 

Around which aspects do participants experience 
energy, challenge or resistance? 

Which seem to be the breakthrough insights that 
may enhance the impact of ethics in higher 
education, cyber security/ethics or information 
ethics? 

 

First Speaker Dr Mariana Bozesan  

We need to transform the way we think about ethics. An example of this is the way we 
perceive the SDG’s: working on SDG 1, to end poverty, for instance, has an effect on the 
environment because we use natural resources for this. We need to work on driving the 
SDGs within the planetary boundaries.   

• 5 Transformational Policies proposed on the increase of renewable energy, 
productivity in food chains, inequality, development and gender equality. It is 
proven that these work and have the potential to transform our world.  

 
The SMART Way 5 Transformational Policies that Work 

- Accelerated renewable energy growth: halving emissions every decade from 
2030 on 

- Accelerated productivity in food chains: +1% p.a. better productivity 
- New development models in developing countries: copying features of S-

Korea, Chinese, Ethiopian successes 
- Active inequality reduction: ensuring 10% richest < 40% of income 
- Investment in education, gender equality, family planning, health 

stabilizing the world population improves well-being with reduces 
ecological footprint 

Source: Randers J, Rockström J et al (2018) Transformation is feasible 

• But: these implemented only on a very small scale. Why do we still do what we do?  

http://www.globethics.net/
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• Because everything is driven by money and traditional philanthropy is also caught in 
this framework.  

• Proposal: develop investment structures that take into account financial gain and 
social impact. ‘Integral investing’, as proposed by the speaker, will take the driving 
of the SDG’s into account as well as our planetary boundaries.   

 
Source: © 2019 M. Bozesan. All rights reserved. 

• Need to change mind-sets and move from money driven to eco driven investments.   

Question from the participants to the workshop on this topic: How do you convey this 
message to the people?   

Answer from Dr Bozesan: We need to translate this into tools, in a positive, playful 
way. Need to include young people in the development of these tools to reach the 
people. 

Second Speaker Dr Pavan Duggal  

• There are ethical implications to the current developments in AI, intelligence/data 
collection and sharing and information technology. Three examples for all these 
fields were shared (AI and Space research, AI and Privacy: Whatsapp owning all data 
that goes through this platform, AI and the Darkweb)  

• Breach of data in India: 15 million biometrics compromised. The cost of such a 
breach in 2019 is evaluated at over 2 trillion dollars; in 2021 the cost of cyber-crime 
would be over 6 trillion dollars.  

• These developments indicate that we need legal frameworks and ramifications, as 
well as ethics that guide us in the developments of law and jurisdiction.  

• Moreover, when developing these frameworks we need to question which values are 
most important to us and how we balance different interests from different actors. 
In other words: what and who will define our ethical standards?  

• Policy makers and governments are responsible to implement this. 

Question from the participants to the workshop on this topic: What is the share 
between governments’ and individuals’ responsibility in data usage (in deleting data 
in social media and messaging apps for instance)?  
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Answer by Dr Duggal: we need to be careful as individuals, read terms and 
conditions, don’t post family pictures and personal information on where we live. 

3rd Speaker Dr Alexander Libin

• Cyberethics in educational and life contexts: as technology and information evolves, 
humans’ usage and attitudes towards it evolve as well. Paradigm shift to technology 
centred worldview to human-centred.  
Global Digital Transformation 
CyberEthics as an applied educational framework 
Effective Dashboard 
Role-playing Simulation as an Ethical Game   
 

• How do we make sure that the risks of increasing tech development are avoided?  
• Education and responsible usage is (one of) the answers, but how do we implement 

this? Through learner paths that have different educational activities focused on 
knowledge, ethical reasoning, the usage of a values-driven SDG framework, critical 
thinking and raising self-awareness.  

• Two examples: A role-playing simulation as an ethical game (decision making) and 
‘HtV’, a YouTube channel with videos that stimulated individuals to demonstrate 
critical thinking skills in ethically-charged situations  

 

Source: A. Libin, PhD. Research Dashboard 

• Challenges in these projects were the translation of the ethical knowledge into 
digitally supported education, data analysis (big variability in performance) and the 
inclusion of additional information in the scoring of the knowledge acquisition. 

Remarks from the participants to the workshop on this topic: a) Echoes the need for 
education on/in cyber ethics and is currently working with the United Arab Emirates 
to promote tolerance in the digital world.  

b) Human intelligence vs. artificial intelligence. AI should be further developed as a 
tool or means for human and personal development, not as a goal per se: need to 
balance economic market centred interests and person focused integral 
development.  
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4th Speaker Dr Siobhán Martin 

Is mass surveillance legitimate or a violation of our democratic values?  

• It is important to first remember the context in which we are asking this question: a 
context of heightened security ever since 9/11. It also depends on the scale and 
precision of the information collected. Since the whistle blow of Snowden, we are 
figuring out a grey area of what is intelligence: information gathering that is not 
always lawful, there is convergence between AI and intelligence service aims. There 
is a spectrum of possible mental and physical harms to those whose information is 
gathered (the (mis-)usage of personal intelligence has the potential to cause harm to 
individuals on the level of the violating of human rights, privacy as well as physical 
harm).  Yet the business of the intelligence agencies which collect that information 
revolves around protecting.  

• These agencies face ethical dilemmas: individual vs. public security. If public 
security is compromised, how many individuals are we willing to forego; if an 
“important” individual is compromised do we lose a little public security? 

• In an era of ‘conflictual peace’, what ethics are we talking about?  

• Ethical considerations vs. effectiveness: considering and pondering on the ethical 
considerations is thought to hinder effectiveness as it slows down actions. It is 
usually easy to see when balancing harm to benefit, but the result comes after the 
fact or event. What is needed is just intelligence, intelligence that would be well 
assessed. Governments are entangled in the comprehension of what is legal. 
Government acts do not worry about ethics but about law to facilitate surveillance 
(the US Patriotic Act which became the Freedom Act). Can that reconcile 
surveillance or is it a violation of our values? As the Snowden case shows, mass 
surveillance goes on and is made legitimate through law, not through ethics.  

Axes of normative tension are:  

• The balance between individual freedom and public security is something that 
constantly needs to be reviewed and it is surprising to see how much personal 
freedom we are already used to ‘give up’ in exchange for the feeling of being 
protected against terrorism.  

• There is a risk of governments taking advantage of fear to implement policies that 
gather intelligence and limit individual privacy even more. 

• There is a trend of resurgence: protests against big-data usage and on rights to 
privacy  

Dr Siobhán Martin finds it interesting to see how societal norms are evolving and the 
public is becoming more accepting of surveillance/data collection/security measures 
that limit our individual freedom or impose on our privacy. 

Question from the participants to the workshop on this topic: surveillance, also from 
commercial enterprises, plays a bigger and bigger role. Ethics determines what we 
think is normal, also in the commercial sphere. How does this influence our attitude 
towards government surveillance?  
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Dr Siobhán’s answer: Yes, correct. Commercial usage of data is normalizing the way 
the public accepts governments’ approaches as well.  

5th Speaker: Dr Christoph Stückelberger 

He starts by reassessing ethics as practical and helpful to solve every-day dilemmas. Every 
decision involves ethics: from which products we use to brush our teeth to which careers 
we move into. How can we define a human centred technology? 

“Globalance, balancing opposing values”. Values interact as a system – an organism– that 
is also interconnected. The example is here the relation between freedom and security.  

 

Source: Christoph Stückelberger, Globalance,balancing opposing values, April 2019. 

Those two values are positive but in tension one against the other. On a scale from total 
freedom (free market) to almost all security (maybe a dictatorship), what choice do we 
want to make? More freedom but no security (leaving us to danger), or high security (so 
very little freedom)? Where would be equilibrium, the balance be? In cyber-ethics, there 
are different values to balance: freedom to security, individual to communities, 
transparency to privacy, freedom to equality. It is up to the humans to assess it. 

• This also counts for governments: if we ask our citizens to be completely transparent 
in terms of sharing data, but we are not transparent at the same time with how this 
data is used, what message does this convey to society?   

• Cyber ethics can be seen as a constant balance between different values that 
sometimes are contradictory. Example: freedom and security in cyber ethics. Are we 
prepared to give up our freedom for the sense of security? Or give up some security 
for much more freedom? We need to find a middle way that respects both sides: 
regulated freedom with optimized security.  

Question from the participants to the workshop on this topic: was there a reason to 
not include dignity?   

Answer by Dr Stückelberger: human dignity as a precondition for all values (i. e. 
should not be used in a dialectical way, opposing it to other values) 
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Remark. The role of finance and financial gain as a reason and driver in 
technological progress: the importance we need to give, alongside to that, to ethics 
and care for our planet. The role of power as a driver in technological progress on AI 
specifically: AI as the new power game/dynamic between the great geostrategic 
players of our multipolar world.   

Other observation of remote participant at the workshop: need to establish a 
“universal legislative protocol”, through Internet we have to generate awareness of 
responsible freedom of expression that involves a limitation on defamation by 
anonymity/false identity. 

CONCLUSION  

We believe that ethics in the cyberspace enables the following outcomes:  

- It helps to develop a language of tolerance and the “young” could translate the 
issues into solutions. There should be an ethical model that is both top-down 
and bottom-up. Ethics in cyberspace can help education/literacy of the 
cyberspace.  

- We need to enter into a critical dialogue where we discuss the underlying and, 
possibly, opposing values of any IT/AI innovation that impacts humans and our 
planet.  

- Pointing out critically a tendency of ‘sticking one head in the sand’ and be 
compliant with governmental and commercial practices that are either violating 
human rights or contributing to global warming.   

 
It is our wish that the Globethics.net will help us realising the following “ethical dreams”  
in the understanding and security of the cyber space: 

- Questions arose regarding the role of dignity in cyber ethics, how to react to 
our change in attitude (normalization of surveillance), how to spread the 
message wider and who holds the responsibility between individuals and 
governments? What should be a universal ethical or legal framework, how do 
we help individuals to remain conscious of the cyber elements and AI?  

- Stimulating the move from ‘money-driven’ to ‘ethics-driven’ investments in 
technology and AI, which have a positive impact on our planet and humanity.   

- Identifying the underlying (and possibly opposing) values through ‘globalance’ 
within every IT/AI innovation, and finding the right balance between these two. 

- Using IT and AI as a tool to teach decision making- and critical thinking skills, 
and also teach the responsible and ethical use of technology and (social) media.  
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